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HECKE ALGEBRAS AND INVOLUTIONS IN WEYL GROUPS
George Lusztig and David A. Vogan, Jr.
Introduction and statement of results
0.1. LetW be a Weyl group with standard set of generators S; let ≤ be the Bruhat
order on W . In [KL1],[KL2], certain polynomials Py,w =
∑
i≥0 Py,w;iu
i (Py,w;i ∈
N, u is an indeterminate) were defined and computed in terms of an algorithm
for any y ≤ w in W . These polynomials are of interest for the representation
theory of complex reductive groups, see [KL1]. Let I = {w ∈ W ;w2 = 1} be
the set of involutions in W . In this paper we introduce some new polynomials
P σy,w =
∑
i≥0 P
σ
y,w;iu
i (P σy,w;i ∈ Z) for any pair y ≤ w of elements of I. These new
polynomials are of interest in the theory of unitary representations of complex
reductive groups, see [AL]; they are again computable in terms of an algorithm,
see 4.5. For y ≤ w in I and i ∈ N there is the following relation between Py,w;i
and P σy,w;i: there exist ai, bi ∈ N such that Py,w;i = ai + bi, P σy,w;i = ai − bi.
Let A = Z[u, u−1] and let H be the free A-module with basis (Tw)w∈W with
the unique A-algebra structure with unit T1 such that
(i) TwTw′ = Tww′ if l(ww
′) = l(w) + l(w′)
(l : W −→ N is the standard length function) and (Ts + 1)(Ts − u) = 0 for all
s ∈ S. Let H′ be the A-algebra with the same underlying A-module as H but with
multiplication defined by the rules (i) and
(ii) (Ts + 1)(Ts − u2) = 0 for all s ∈ S.
In the course of defining the polynomials Py,w in [KL1] a special role was played
by the triple (H⊗Hopp,H,¯ : H −→ H) where the middle H is viewed as a H⊗Hopp-
module via left and right multiplication (Hopp is the algebra opposed to H) and
¯ : H −→ H is a certain ring involution. To define the new polynomials P σy,w we shall
instead need a triple
(H′,M,¯ :M −→M)
where M is the free A-module with basis (aw)w∈I with a certain H′-module struc-
ture and ¯ : M −→M is a certain Z-linear involution which are described in the fol-
lowing theorem (here ¯ : H′ −→ H′ is the ring involution such that unTw = u−nT−1w−1
for all w ∈W,n ∈ Z).
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Theorem 0.2. (a) Consider for any s ∈ S the A-linear map Ts : M −→M given
by
(i) (Ts + 1)(aw) = (u+ 1)(aw + asw) if w ∈ I, sw = ws > w;
(ii) (Ts + 1)(aw) = (u
2 − u)(aw + asw) if w ∈ I, sw = ws < w;
(iii) (Ts + 1)(aw) = aw + asws if w ∈ I, sw 6= ws > w;
(iv) (Ts + 1)(aw) = u
2(aw + asws) if w ∈ I, sw 6= ws < w.
(Note that in (iii) we have automatically sw > w and in (iv) we have automatically
sw < w.) The maps Ts (s ∈ S) define an H′-module structure on M .
(b) There exists a unique Z-linear map ¯ :M −→M such that unm = u−nm for
all m ∈M , n ∈ Z, a1 = a1 and (Ts + 1)m = u−2(Ts + 1)m for all m ∈M, s ∈ S.
For any w ∈ I we have aw =
∑
y∈I;y≤w ry,way where ry,w ∈ A and rw,w = u−l(w).
For any h ∈ H′ and m ∈M we have hm = hm. For any m ∈M we have m = m.
The proof of (a) is given in 1.8. The proof of (b), given in 2.9, is based on
a sheaf theoretic construction of M , some elements of which are inspired by the
geometric construction of the plus part of a universal quantized enveloping algebra
of nonsimplylaced type given in [L2, Ch.12].)
Let A = Z[v, v−1] where v is an indeterminate. We view A as a subring of A
by setting u = v2. Let M = A ⊗A M . We can view M as a A-submodule of
M . We extend ¯ : M −→ M to a Z-linear map ¯ : M −→ M in such a way that
vnm = v−nm for m ∈ M,n ∈ Z. Let H = A ⊗A H, H′ = A ⊗A H′. These are
naturally A-algebras containing H,H′ as A-subalgebras. Note that the H′-module
structure on M extends by A-linearity to an H′-module structure on M . We have
the following result.
Theorem 0.3. (a) For any w ∈ I there is a unique element
Aw = v
−l(w)
∑
y∈I;y≤w
P σy,way ∈M
(P σy,w ∈ Z[u]) such that Aw = Aw, P σw,w = 1 and for any y ∈ I, y < w, we have
degP σy,w ≤ (l(w)− l(y)− 1)/2.
(b) The elements Aw (w ∈ I) form an A-basis of M .
The proof is given in 3.1, 3.2. In 3.3 we give an interpretation of P σy,w in terms
of intersection cohomology.
0.4. For any z ∈ Q − {0} let Mz = Q⊗A M , H′z = Q⊗A H′ where Q is viewed
as an A-algebra under u 7→ z. For w ∈ W we write Tw ∈ H′z instead of 1 ⊗ Tw;
for w ∈ I we write aw ∈ Mz instead of 1 ⊗ aw. Note that H′1 can be identified
with Q[W ], the group algebra of W , so that for w ∈ W , Tw becomes w. Now
specializing 0.2(a) with u = 1 we see that M1 is a W -module such that
s(aw) = aw + 2asw if w ∈ I, sw = ws > w;
s(aw) = −aw if w ∈ I, sw = ws < w;
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s(aw) = asws if w ∈ I, sw 6= ws.
In §6 it is shown that the W -module M1 is isomorphic to a direct sum of repre-
sentations of W induced from one-dimensional representations of centralizers of
involutions. The last direct sum has been studied in detail by Kottwitz [Ko]; in
6.4 we reformulate Kottwitz’s results in terms of unipotent representations.
0.5. If X is a set and f : X −→ X is a map we write Xf = {x ∈ X ; f(x) = x}. If
X is a finite set we write |X | for the cardinal of X .
Contents
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1. Proof of Theorem 0.2(a)
1.1. Let k be an algebraic closure of the field Fp with p elements. (p is a prime
number.) Let G be a connected semisimple simply connected algebraic group
over k. Let B be the variety of Borel subgroups of G. Then G acts on B × B
by simultaneous conjugation and the set of orbits can be viewed naturally as a
Coxeter group (the Weyl group of G); we shall assume that this Coxeter group
is W of 0.1 with its standard set of generators. For w ∈ W we write Ow for the
corresponding G-orbit in B × B. Let φ : G −→ G be the Frobenius map for a split
Fp-structure on G.
Let s ∈ Z>0 and let q = ps. Then φ′ := φs : G −→ G is the Frobenius map for
a split Fq-structure on G (we denote by Fq the subfield of k of cardinal q). For
any s ∈ S the A-linear map Ts :M −→M defined in 0.2(i)-(iv) induces a Q-linear
map Mq −→ Mq denoted again by Ts; it is given by 0.2(i)-(iv) with u replaced by
q.
Consider the Fq-rational structure on B × B with Frobenius map
F : (B,B′) 7→ (φ′(B′), φ′(B)).
We have
(B × B)F = {(B,B′) ∈ B × B;B = φ′(B′), B′ = φ′(B)}.
If (B,B′) ∈ Ow is fixed by F then (φ′(B′), φ′(B)) ∈ Ow ∩Ow−1 hence w ∈ I. On
the other hand if (B,B′) ∈ Ow, w ∈ I then (φ′(B′), φ′(B)) ∈ Ow so that Ow is
F -stable. We see that (B×B)F = ⊔w∈IOFw . Now if w ∈ I, then G acts transitively
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on Ow and this action is compatible with the Fq-structure on Ow given by F and
with the Fq-structure on G given by φ
′ : G −→ G. Hence, using Lang’s theorem,
we see that OFw 6= ∅ and that the induced action of Gφ
′
on OFw is transitive (here
we use also that the stabilizer in G of a point in Ow is connected). We see that
the Gφ
′
-orbits in (B × B)F are exactly the sets OFw with w ∈ I. Let Fq be the
vector space of functions (B × B)F −→ Q which are constant on the orbits of Gφ′ .
Clearly we can identify Mq with Fq in such a way that for w ∈ I, aw becomes the
function which is 1 on OFw and is 0 on OFw′ for w′ ∈ I, w′ 6= w.
Next we consider the Fq2-rational structure on B × B with Frobenius map
(B,B′) 7→ (φ′2(B), φ′2(B′)) denoted again by φ′2. We have clearly (B × B)φ′2 =
⊔w∈WOφ′2w and this is exactly the decomposition of (B × B)φ
′2
into Gφ
′2
-orbits.
Let F ′q be the vector space of functions (B×B)φ
′2 −→ Q which are constant on the
orbits of Gφ
′2
. We define an (associative) algebra structure on F ′q by h, h′ 7→ h∗h′
where
(h ∗ h′)(B1, B2) =
∑
β∈Bφ′2
h(B1, β)h
′(β,B2).
Clearly we can identify H′q with F ′q as vector spaces in such a way that for w ∈W ,
Tw becomes the function which is 1 on Oφ′2w and is 0 on Oφ
′2
w′ for w ∈ W − {w}.
By Iwahori [I], this is identification respects the algebra structures on F ′q,H′q.
For h ∈ F ′q, m ∈ Fq we define h ∗m ∈ Fq by
(h ∗m)(B1, B2) =
∑
β∈Bφ
′2
h(B1, β)m(β, φ
′(β)).
(It may look strange that B2 does not appear in the right hand side; but in fact
it appears through B1 since B2 = φ
′(B1).) If h, h
′ ∈ F ′q, m ∈ Fq we have
((h ∗ h′) ∗m)(B1, B2) =
∑
β∈Bφ
′2
(h ∗ h′)(B1, β)m(β, φ′(β))
=
∑
β,β′∈Bφ
′2
h(B1, β
′)h′(β′, β)m(β, φ′(β))
=
∑
β′∈Bφ
′2
h(B1, β
′)(h′ ∗m)(β′, φ′(β′)) = (h ∗ (h′ ∗m))(B1, B2).
Thus (h∗h′)∗m = h∗ (h′ ∗m) so that h,m 7→ h∗m defines a F ′q-module structure
on Fq. (Note that T1 ∗m = m for m ∈ Fq.)
1.2. Let s ∈ S, w ∈ I. We have Ts ∗ aw =
∑
w′∈INs,w,w′aw′ , where
Ns,w,w′ = |{β ∈ Bφ′2 ; (β, φ′(β)) ∈ Ow, (C, β) ∈ Os}|
= |{(β, β′) ∈ OFw ; (C, β) ∈ Os, (β′, C′) ∈ Os}|
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for any (C,C′) ∈ OFw′ . To simplify notation we write Nw′ instead of Ns,w,w′ since
s, w are fixed. In 1.3-1.6 we compute the number Nw′ for a fixed (C,C
′) ∈ OFw′ ,
w′ ∈ I.
1.3. In this subsection we assume that sw 6= ws > w. Using [DL, 1.6.4] we see that
l(sws) 6= l(w) hence l(sws) = l(w) + 2. If Nw′ 6= 0 then there exists (β, β′) ∈ Ow
such that (C, β) ∈ Os, (β′, C′) ∈ Os. Hence w′ = sws. Conversely, assume that
w′ = sws. There is a unique (β, β′) ∈ Ow such that (C, β) ∈ Os, (β′, C′) ∈ Os.
We have (φ′(β′), φ′(β)) ∈ Ow, (C, φ′(β′)) ∈ Os, (φ′(β), C′) ∈ Os. (We use that
φ′(C) = C′, φ′(C) = C′.) By uniqueness we must have φ′(β) = β′, φ′(β′) = β.
Thus (β, β′) ∈ OFw . We see that Nsws = 1 so that Ts ∗ aw = asws.
1.4. In this subsection we assume that sw = ws > w. If Nw′ 6= 0 then there exists
(β, β′) ∈ Ow such that (C, β) ∈ Os, (β′, C′) ∈ Os. Hence (C, β′) ∈ Osw (we use
that l(sw) > l(w)) and (C,C′) ∈ Osw ∪Ow (we use that sws = w); hence w′ = sw
or w′ = w.
Assume first that w′ = w. We set
Z = {(β, β′) ∈ Ow; (C, β) ∈ Os, (β′, C′) ∈ Os}.
We claim that the first projection Z −→ Y := {β ∈ B; (C, β) ∈ Os} is an isomor-
phism so that Z is an affine line. Let β ∈ Y . It is enough to show that there
is a unique β′ ∈ B such that (β, β′) ∈ Ow, (β′, C′) ∈ Os. Since l(ws) > l(w)
it is enough to show that (β, C′) ∈ Ows; but from (β, C) ∈ Os, (C,C′) ∈ Ow,
l(sw) > l(w) we do indeed deduce that (β, C′) ∈ Ows, as desired. This proves our
claim. Now the restriction of F to Z is an Fq-rational structure on an affine line
hence it has exactly q fixed points. It follows that Nw = q.
Assume next that w′ = sw = sw. We set
Z ′ = {(β, β′) ∈ Ow; (C, β) ∈ Os ∪O1, (β′, C′) ∈ Os ∪ O1}.
We claim that the first projection Z ′ −→ Y ′ := {β ∈ B; (C, β) ∈ Os ∪ O1} is an
isomorphism so that Z ′ is a projective line. It is enough to show that for any
β ∈ Y ′ the set
Ξβ = {β′ ∈ B; (β, β′) ∈ Ow, (β′, C′) ∈ Os ∪ O1}
has exactly one element. Let C1 be the unique element of B such that (C,C1) ∈
Os, (C1, C′) ∈ Ow (we use that (C,C′) ∈ Osw and l(sw) > l(w)). Note that
C1 ∈ Y ′. If β = C1 then C′ ∈ Ξβ ; if β′ ∈ Ξb − {C′} then (β′, C′) ∈ Os,
(C′, C1) ∈ Ow hence (β′, C1) ∈ Osw (since l(sw) > l(w)) contradicting (β′, β) ∈
Ow. Thus |ΞC1 | = |{C′}| = 1. Now assume that β ∈ Y ′ − {C1}. From β 6= C1,
(C, β) ∈ Os ∪ O1, (C,C′) ∈ Osw we deduce that (β, C′) ∈ Osw. Hence there
is a unique β′0 ∈ B such that (β, β′0) ∈ Ow, (β′0, C′) ∈ Os. We have β′0 ∈ Ξβ .
Conversely, if β′ ∈ Ξβ we have β′ 6= C′ (since (β, C′) ∈ Osw); thus β′ = β′0. We
see that |Ξβ | = |{b′0}| = 1. This proves our claim.
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Now the restriction of F to Z ′ is an Fq-rational structure on a projective line
hence it has exactly q + 1 fixed points. If (β, β′) ∈ ZF then we have necessarily
C 6= β and C′ 6= β′. Indeed, if C = β then φ′(C) = φ′(β) hence C′ = β′
and (β, β′) = (C,C′) ∈ Osw contradicting (β, β′) ∈ Ow. Similarly, if C′ = β′
then φ′(C′) = φ′(β′) hence C = β and (β, β′) = (C,C′) ∈ Osw contradicting
(β, β′) ∈ Ow. Thus
q + 1 = |Z ′F | = |{(β, β′) ∈ OFw ; (C, β) ∈ Os, (β′, C′) ∈ Os}| = Nsw.
We see that Ts ∗ aw = qaw + (q + 1)asw.
1.5. In this subsection we assume that sw 6= ws < w. Using [DL, 1.6.4] we see
that l(sws) 6= l(w) hence l(sws) = l(w) − 2. We have s(sws) 6= (sws)s > sws.
Applying 1.3 to sws instead of w we obtain Ts ∗ asws = aw. Applying Ts to the
last equality and using the equation T 2s = (q
2 − 1)Ts + q2 : Fq −→ Fq, we obtain
(q2 − 1)Ts ∗ asws + q2asws = Ts ∗ aw
that is, Ts ∗ aw = (q2 − 1)aw + q2asws.
1.6. In this subsection we assume that sw = ws < w. We have s(sw) = (sw)s >
sw. Applying 1.4 to sw instead of w we obtain Ts∗asw = qasw+(q+1)aw. Applying
Ts to the last equality and using the equation T
2
s = (q
2 − 1)Ts + q2 : Fq −→ Fq we
obtain (q2 − 1)Ts ∗ asw + q2asw = qTs ∗ asw + (q + 1)Ts ∗ aw that is
(q + 1)Ts ∗ aw = (q2 − 1− q)Ts ∗ asw + q2asw
= (q2 − q − 1)qasw + (q2 − q − 1)(q + 1)aw + q2asw.
Dividing by q + 1 we obtain Ts ∗ aw = (q2 − q − 1)aw + (q2 − q)asw.
1.7. From the results in 1.3-1.6 we see that the operators Ts : Mq −→Mq (s ∈ S)
given by the formulas 0.2(i)-(iv) with u replaced by q define an H′q-module structure
on Mq.
1.8. We now prove 0.2(a). We shall use the following obvious fact.
(a) If m ∈M has zero image in Mps for s = 1, 2, . . . then m = 0.
Let s, t ∈ S, s 6= t and let k be the order of st in W . Let m ∈ M . Let m′ =
(TsTtTs . . . )m− (TtTsTt . . . )m ∈M (both products have k factors). From 1.7 we
see that m′ has zero image in Mps for s = 1, 2, . . . ; hence by (a) we have m
′ = 0.
Now let s ∈ S and let m ∈M . Let m′ = T 2sm− (u2−1)Tsm−u2m ∈M . From
1.7 we see that m′ has zero image in Mps for s = 1, 2, . . . ; hence by (a) we have
m′ = 0.
We see that 0.2(a) holds.
2. Proof of Theorem 0.2(b)
2.1. We preserve the notation of 1.1. We fix a prime number l 6= p. For any
complex K of constructible Ql-sheaves on an algebraic variety we denote by HiK
the i-th cohomology sheaf of K and by DK the Verdier dual of K.
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Let C0 be the category whose objects are the constructible G-equivariant Ql-
sheaves on B×B; the morphisms in C0 are morphisms of G-equivariant Q¯l-sheaves.
Let V ec be the category of finite-dimensional Ql-vector spaces. If S ∈ C0 and
x ∈ B × B, let Sx be the stalk of S at x; for any w ∈ W there is a well defined
object V Sw ∈ V ec which is canonically isomorphic to Sx for any x ∈ Ow. Note that
S 7→ V Sw is a functor C0 −→ V ec. For w ∈W let Sw be the object of C0 which is Ql
on Ow and is 0 on B×B−Ow. For w ∈W let S♯w be the intersection cohomology
complex of the closure O¯w of Ow with coefficients in Ql (on Ow) extended by zero
on B×B−O¯w . We have HiS♯w ∈ C0 (i ∈ Z); moreover HiS♯w is zero for large i and
is zero unless i ∈ 2N, see [KL2, Thm. 4.2]. If S ∈ C0, then HiDS ∈ C0 (i ∈ Z);
moreover HiDS is zero for all but finitely many i.
Let C1 be the category whose objects are pairs (S,Ψ) where S ∈ C0 and Ψ is an
isomorphism φ2∗S ∼−→ S in C0. A morphism between two objects (S,Ψ), (S′,Ψ′)
of C1 is a morphism S −→ S′ in S0 which is compatible with Ψ,Ψ′. If (S,Ψ) ∈ C1
then for any w ∈ W , Ψ induces a linear isomorphism Ψw : V Sw −→ V Sw (Note that
V φ
2∗S
w = V
S
w since Ow is φ-stable.) If z ∈ Q∗l and (S,Ψ) ∈ C1 then (S, zΨ) ∈ C1.
If (S,Ψ) ∈ C1 then for any i let Ψ(i) : φ2∗HiDS ∼−→ HiDS be the inverse of the
isomorphism HiDS −→ φ2∗HiDS induced by D; thus (HiDS,Ψ(i)) ∈ C1.
For any w ∈W and any z ∈ Q∗l we have (Sw, tz) ∈ C1 where tz : φ2∗Sw ∼−→ Sw
is multiplication by z (we have φ2∗Sw = Sw).
Let C2 be the full category of C1 whose objects are the pairs (S,Ψ) ∈ C1 such
that for any w ∈ W all eigenvalues of Ψw : V Sw −→ V Sw are even powers of p. For
example if w ∈W, k ∈ Z then (Sw, tp2k) ∈ C2.
Lemma 2.2. For any (S,Ψ) ∈ C2 and any i ∈ Z we have (HiDS,Ψ(i)) ∈ C2.
It suffices to show that (HiDSw, t(i)1 ) ∈ C2 for any w ∈ W, i ∈ Z. We can
assume that w ∈W is fixed and that the statement in the previous sentence holds
when w is replaced by any w′ ∈ W , w′ < w. Let jw : φ2∗S♯w ∼−→ S♯w be the
unique isomorphism such that the induced isomorphism V
H0S♯w
w −→ V H
0
S
♯
w
w is the
identity map. By [KL2, Thm. 4.2], jw induces for any h ∈ Z an isomorphism
jwh : φ
2∗HhS♯w ∼−→ HhS♯w such that
(a) (HhS♯w, jwh ) ∈ C2.
Let K be the restriction of S♯w to O¯w −Ow extended by 0 on the complement of
O¯w − Ow. Now jw induces an isomorphism d : φ2∗K ∼−→ K. Let d′ : φ2∗DK ∼−→
DK be the inverse of the isomorphism DK −→ φ2∗DK induced by d; this induces
isomorphisms d′h : φ
2∗HhDK ∼−→ HhDK for h ∈ Z. Since supp(K) ⊂ O¯w − Ow
we see using (a) and the induction hypothesis that
(b) (HhDK, d′h) ∈ C2 for h ∈ Z.
Now jw induces an isomorphism DS♯w −→ φ2∗DS♯w whose inverse is an isomor-
phism j′ : φ2∗DS♯w
∼−→ DS♯w. This induces for any h ∈ Z an isomorphism
j′h : φ
2∗HhDS♯w ∼−→ HhDS♯w. We can identify DS♯w = S♯w[2m] for some m ∈ Z in
such a way that j′h becomes p
2m′jwh+2m for some m
′ ∈ Z. Using (a) we deduce
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that
(c) (HhDS♯w, j′h) ∈ C2.
Using (c),(b) and the long exact sequence of cohomology sheaves associated to
the exact triangle consisting of DSw,∆S
♯
w, DK (which is obtained from the exact
triangle consisting ofK,S♯w,Sw) we deduce that (HhDSw, t(h)1 ) ∈ C2 for any h ∈ Z.
This completes the inductive proof.
2.3. Define σ : B × B −→ B × B by (B,B′) 7→ (B′, B). Then
φ˜ := φσ = σφ : B × B −→ B × B
is the Frobenius map for an Fp-rational structure on B × B such that φ˜2 = φ2.
Let C be the category whose objects are pairs (S,Φ) where S ∈ C0 and Φ is
an isomorphism φ˜∗S −→ S in C such that, setting Ψ = φ˜∗(Φ)Φ : φ˜2∗S −→ S, we
have (S,Ψ) ∈ C2 (note that φ˜2∗S = φ2∗S). A morphism between two objects
(S,Φ), (S′,Φ′) of C is a morphism S −→ S′ in S0 which is compatible with Φ,Φ′.
Note that if (S,Φ) ∈ C, then (S,−Φ) ∈ C. For (S,Φ) ∈ C and w ∈ I, Φ induces a
linear isomorphism Φw : V
S
w −→ V Sw . (Note that V φ˜
∗S
w = V
S
w since Ow is φ˜-stable.)
For any (S,Ψ) ∈ C2 let Φ : φ˜∗(S ⊕ φ˜∗S) −→ S ⊕ φ˜∗S (that is Φ : φ˜∗S ⊕ φ˜2∗S −→
S⊕φ˜∗S) be the isomorphism whose restriction to φ˜∗S is 0⊕1 and whose restriction
to φ˜2∗S is Ψ⊕ 0. We set Θ(S,Ψ) = (S ⊕ φ˜∗S,Φ). Note that Θ(S,Ψ) ∈ C.
Let E be the subset of Ql consisting of p
n,−pn (n ∈ Z). For w ∈ I, z ∈ E let
τz : φ˜
∗Sw
∼−→ Sw be the isomorphism such that Φw : V Sww −→ V Sww is multiplication
by z. We have (Sw, τz) ∈ C.
Let K(C) be the Grothendieck group of C. We have the following result.
Lemma 2.4. If (S,Φ) ∈ C then in K(C), (S,Φ) is a Z-linear combination of
elements (Sw, τz) (w ∈ I, z ∈ E) and of elements Θ(S,Ψ) for various (S,Ψ) ∈ C2.
We can assume that the set J := {w ∈ W ;S|Ow 6= 0} consists either of (i) a
single element of I or (ii) of two distinct elements w′, w′′ whose product is 1 and
that for any w ∈ J we have S|Ow = Ql. In case (i) we have (O,Φ) = (Sw, τz)
where J = {w}, z ∈ E; in case (ii) we have (O,Φ) ∼= Θ(Sw, tp2n) where w ∈ J and
n ∈ Z. The lemma is proved.
2.5. Let K ′(C) be the subgroup of K(C) generated by the elements of the form
Θ(S,Ψ) for various (S,Ψ) ∈ C2 and by the elements of the form (S,Φ) + (S,−Φ)
with (S,Φ) ∈ C. Let K¯(C) = K(C)/K ′(C). From 2.4 we see that
(a) the abelian group K¯(C) is generated by the elements (Sw, τpn) (w ∈ I, n ∈ Z).
We regardK(C) as anA-module where un(S,Φ) = (S, pnΦ) for n ∈ Z. ThenK ′(C)
is an A-submodule ofK(C) hence K¯(C) inherits an A-module structure fromK(C).
2.6. Let s be an odd integer ≥ 1 and let q = ps. Let
F = φsσ = σφs = φ˜s : B × B −→ B × B
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be as in 1.1. For (S,Φ) ∈ C we define a function χs(S,Φ) ∈ Fq (see 1.1) as follows.
For x ∈ (B × B)F , χs(S,Φ)(x) is the trace of the composition
Sx = Sφ˜s(x)
Φ−→ Sφ˜s−1(x)
Φ−→ . . . Φ−→ Sφ˜(x)
Φ−→ Sx
or equivalently, the trace of Φsw : V
S
w −→ V Sw where w ∈ I is such that x ∈ Oφ˜
s
w .
Clearly, (S,Φ) 7→ χs(S,Φ) defines a group homomorphism χs : K(C) −→ Fq such
that χs(uξ) = p
sχs(ξ) for all ξ ∈ K(C) and such that χs(Sw, τ1) = aw for all
w ∈ I.
If (S,Ψ) ∈ C2, the function χs(Θ(S,Φ)) : (B × B)F −→ Q¯l is 0 (its value at
x ∈ (B×B)F is, from the definitions, the trace of a linear map of the form A⊕B −→
A ⊕ B, (a, b) 7→ (T (b), T ′(a)) where T : B −→ A, T ′ : A −→ B are linear maps).
From the definition we see also that if (S,Φ) ∈ C then χs(S,Φ) + χs(S,−Φ) = 0.
Thus, χs : K(C) −→ Fq maps K ′(C) to 0 hence it induces a group homomorphism
K¯(C) −→ Fq denoted again by χs. It satisfies χs(uξ) = psχs(ξ) for all ξ ∈ K¯(C).
We show:
(a) if ξ ∈ K¯(C) is such that χs(ξ) = 0 for all odd integers s ≥ 1 then ξ = 0.
By 2.4 we have ξ =
∑
w∈I,n∈Z cw,n(Sw, τpn) where cw,n ∈ Z are zero for all but
finitely many (w, n). Applying χs we obtain 0 =
∑
w∈I,n∈Z cw,np
nsaw. Since the
aw form a basis of Fps we deduce
∑
w∈I,n∈Z cw,np
ns = 0 for any w ∈ I. Since this
holds for s = 1, 3, . . . we see that cw,n = 0 for any w ∈ I, n ∈ Z, proving (a).
We show:
(b) The elements (Sw, τ1) (w ∈ I) form an A-basis of K¯(C).
The fact that they generate the A-module K¯(C) follows from 2.4. The fact that
they are linearly independent over A follows from the proof of (a).
2.7. If (S,Φ) ∈ C then for any i let Φ(i) : φ˜∗HiDS ∼−→ HiDS be the inverse of
the isomorphism HiDS −→ φ˜∗HiDS induced by D. Note that if z ∈ E (see 2.3)
then (zΨ)(i) = z−1Ψ(i). Moreover, setting Ψ = φ˜∗(Φ)Φ : φ˜2∗S ∼−→ S, we have that
φ˜∗(Φ(i))Φ(i) : φ˜2∗S −→ S is equal to Ψ(i) (as in 2.1). Using now 2.2 we see that
(a) (HiDS,Φ(i)) ∈ C.
Clearly there is a well defined Z-linear map D : K(C) −→ K(C) such that
D(S,Φ) =
∑
i∈Z
(−1)i(HiDS,Φ(i))
for any (S,Φ) ∈ C. If (S,Ψ) ∈ C2 and Θ(S,Ψ) = (S ⊕ φ˜∗S,Φ) then for any i we
have (HiD(S ⊕ φ˜∗S),Φ(i)) = Θ(HiDS,Ψ(i)) where (HiDS,Ψ(i)) ∈ C2 (see 2.2).
Moreover if (S,Φ) ∈ C then for any i we have (HiDS, (−Φ)(i)) = (HiDS,−Φ(i)).
It follows that D carries K ′(C) into itself hence it induces a Z-linear map K¯(C) −→
K¯(C) denoted again by D. Note that D(unξ) = u−nD(ξ) for any ξ ∈ K¯(C) and
any n ∈ Z.
Since O1 is closed, smooth, of pure dimension ν := dimB, we have from the
definitions
D(S1, τ1) = u
−ν(S1, τ1).
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2.8. Now let t ∈ S. We have O¯t = Ot ∪O1. Let
Y = {(B1, B2, B3, B4) ∈ B4; (B1, B2) ∈ O¯t, (B3, B4) ∈ O¯t}.
Define φ˜ : Y −→ Y by
φ˜(B1, B2, B3, B4) = (φ(B4), φ(B3), φ(B2), φ(B1)).
This is the Frobenius map for an Fp-rational structure on Y . Define π, π
′ : Y −→
B × B by
π(B1, B2, B3, B4) = (B2, B3), π
′(B1, B2, B3, B4) = (B1, B4).
We have πφ˜ = φ˜π, π′φ˜ = φ˜π′. (The φ˜ to the left of π or π′ is as in 2.3.) For
S ∈ C0 and i ∈ Z let Si = Riπ′!π∗S; note that Si ∈ C0. Let (S,Ψ) ∈ C2. For i ∈ Z,
Ψ : φ2∗S −→ S induces an isomorphism φ2∗π∗S −→ π∗S (since πφ2 = φ2π) and this
induces for any i an isomorphism iΨ : φ2∗Si −→ Si (since π′φ2 = φ2π′). A standard
argument shows that (Si, iΨ) ∈ C2. It follows that if (S,Φ) ∈ C and i ∈ Z, then
the isomorphism iΦ : φ˜∗Si −→ Si induced by Φ satisfies (Si, iΦ) ∈ C. (Setting Ψ =
φ˜∗(Φ)Φ : φ˜2∗S ∼−→ S, we have iΨ = φ˜∗(iΦ)(iΦ) : φ˜2∗S ∼−→ S.) Hence there is a well
defined Z-linear map θt : K(C) −→ K(C) such that θt(S,Φ) =
∑
i(−1)i(Si, iΦ) for
all (S,Φ) ∈ C. From the definitions we have θt(unξ) = unθt(ξ) for any ξ ∈ K(C),
n ∈ Z. From the known properties of Verdier duality we have that
D(θt(ξ)) = u
−2θt(D(ξ)) for all ξ ∈ K(C).
(We use that π′ is proper and that π is smooth with connected fibres of dimension
2.)
If (S,Ψ) ∈ C2 and Θ(S,Ψ) = (S ⊕ φ˜∗S,Φ) then for any i we have
(S ⊕ φ˜∗S)i, iΦ) = Θ(Si, iΨ).
Moreover if (S,Φ) ∈ C then for any i we have
(Si, i(−Φ)) = (Si,−iΦ).
It follows that θt carriesK
′(C) into itself hence it induces an A-linear map K¯(C) −→
K¯(C) denoted again by θt.
Now let s be an odd integer ≥ 1 and let q = ps. We define a linear map
θt,s : Fq −→ Fq by f 7→ f ′ where
f ′(B1, B4) =
∑
(B2,B3)∈(B×B)φ˜
s
;(B1,B2)∈O¯t,(B3,B4)∈O¯t
f(B2, B3)
for any (B1, B4) ∈ (B × B)φ˜s .
Let (S,Φ) ∈ C and define (Si, iΦ) ∈ C as above. Using Grothendieck’s sheaves-
functions dictionary, we see that
θt,s(χs(S,Φ)) =
∑
i
(−1)iχs(Si, iΦ).
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It follows that
θt,s(χs(ξ)) = χs(θt(ξ))
for any ξ ∈ K¯(C). From the definition of the H′q-module structure on Fq in 1.1 we
see that θt,s(m) = (Tt + 1)(m) for any m ∈ Fq. Thus for any ξ ∈ K¯(C) we have
χs(θt(ξ)) = (Tt + 1)(χs(ξ)).
2.9. Using 2.6(b) we identify M = K¯(C) as A-modules in such a way that for any
w ∈ I, the element aw ∈M becomes the element (Sw, τ1) of K¯(C). Then D in 2.7
and θt in 2.8 become Z-linear maps M −→M (denoted again by D, θt). From 2.8
we see that for any s = 1, 3, 5, . . . and any m ∈ M , the image of θt(m) in Mps is
equal to the image of (Tt + 1)m in Mps . It follows that
θt(m) = (Tt + 1)m in M .
Note also that θt : M −→ M is A-linear while D(unm) = u−nD(m) for all m ∈
M , n ∈ Z. From 2.8 we see that D(θt(m)) = u−2θt(D(m)) for all m ∈ M .
Equivalently we have D((Tt+1)(m)) = u
−2(Tt+1)(D(m)) for all m ∈M . (Here t
is any element of S.) From 2.7 we haveD(a1) = u
−νa1. We now define ¯ :M −→M
by m 7→ uνD(m). This has the properties described in the first sentence of 0.2(b).
Thus the existence part of that sentence is established. To prove the uniqueness
part of that sentence it is enough to verify the following statement.
Let f : M −→ M be a Z-linear map such that f(unm) = u−nm for all m ∈ M ,
n ∈ Z, f(a1) = 0 and f((Tt+1)m) = u−2(Tt+1)f(m) for all m ∈M, t ∈ S. Then
f = 0.
We must show that f(aw) = 0 for any w ∈ I. We can assume that w 6= 1 and that
f(aw′) = 0 for any w
′ ∈ I such that w′ < w. We can find t ∈ S such that wt < w.
If tw 6= wt then applying 0.2(iii) with w, s replaced by twt, t we have
f(u2atwt + u
2aw) = f((Tt + 1)(atwt)) = u
−2(Tt + 1)f(atwt) = 0
(since twt < w) hence u−2f(aw) = 0 so that f(aw) = 0. If tw = wt then applying
0.2(i) with w, s replaced by wt, t we have
f((u+ 1)(awt + aw)) = f((Tt + 1)(awt)) = 0
hence (u−1 + 1)f(aw) = 0 so that f(aw) = 0. This completes the proof of the
first sentence in 0.2(b). The second sentence in 0.2(b) follows from the fact that
DSw has support contained in O¯w and from the fact that dim(Ow) = l(w) + ν.
We prove the third sentence in 0.2(b). Let H′0 be the set of all h ∈ H′ such that
hm = hm for any m ∈ M . Clearly H′0 is an A-subalgebra with 1 of H′. By
definition, H′0 contains Tt +1 for any t ∈ S. Since the elements Tt+1 generate H′
as an A-algebra we see that H′0 = H′, as desired. We prove the fourth sentence in
0.2(b). Define f ′ : M −→M by f ′(m) = m. This is an H′-linear mapM −→M such
that f ′(a1) = a1. We must show that f
′ = 1. It is enough to show that f ′ = 1
after the scalars are extended to Z[u, u−1, (u+1)−1]. But this follows the fact that
M (with scalars thus extended) is generated by a1 as an H
′-module. (We use the
formulas in 0.2(a).) This completes the proof of 0.2(b) hence that of Theorem 0.2.
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3. Proof of Theorem 0.3
3.1. In this section we fix w ∈ I. Recall that we have morphisms σ, φ, φ˜ = σφ = φσ
of B×B into itself, see 2.3. Clearly there is a unique isomorphism kw : σ∗S♯w ∼−→ S♯w,
(resp. mw : φ∗S♯w
∼−→ S♯w, iw : φ˜∗S♯w ∼−→ S♯w) such that the induced isomorphisms
(kwh )y : V
HhS♯w
y
∼−→ V HhS♯wy
(resp. (mwh )y : V
HhS♯w
y
∼−→ V HhS♯wy , (iwh )y : V H
h
S
♯
w
y
∼−→ V HhS♯wy )
defined for any y ∈ I, y ≤ w and h ∈ 2N satisfy (kw0 )w = 1 (resp. (mw0 )w = 1,
(iw0 )w = 1). We have (i
w
h )y = (k
w
h )y(m
w
h )y = (m
w
h )y(k
w
h )y. By [KL2, Thm. 4.2],
(mwh )y is equal to p
h/2 times a unipotent transformation. Clearly, (kwh )y has square
equal to 1. In particular, for any h ∈ 2N, we have
(HhS♯w, iwh ) ∈ C,
(HhS♯w, iwh ) =
∑
y∈I;y≤w
P σy,w;h/2u
h/2Sy =
∑
y∈I;y≤w
P σy,wSy ∈ K¯(C)(a)
where
P σy,w;h/2 = tr((k
w
h )y : V
HhS♯w
y −→ V H
h
S
♯
w
y ) ∈ Z,
P σy,w =
∑
h∈2N
P σy,w;h/2u
h/2 ∈ Z[u].
From the definition of S♯w we have (with notation of 2.7):
∑
h∈2N
∑
j∈Z
(−1)j(HjDHhS♯w, (iwh )(j)) = u−l(w)−ν
∑
h∈2N
(HhS♯w, iwh ) ∈ K¯(C)
that is
D(
∑
h∈2N
(HhS♯w, iwh ) = u−l(w)−ν
∑
h∈2N
(HhS♯w, iwh ) ∈ K¯(C).
Hence, setting
Aw =
∑
h∈2N
(HhS♯w, iwh ) ∈ K¯(C)
we have
D(Aw) = u
−l(w)−νAw
that is
Aw = u
−l(w)
Aw
where we identify K¯(C) = M as in 2.9. Under this identification the element
Aw ∈M becomes
Aw =
∑
y∈I;y≤w
P σy,way ∈M.
From the definition of S♯w we have degP
σ
y,w ≤ (l(w)− l(y)− 1)/2 (if y ∈ I, y < w)
and P σw,w = 1. We see that the existence part of 0.3(a) is verified by the element
Aw = v
−l(w)Aw ∈M (recall that v2 = u).
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3.2. We prove the uniqueness part of 0.3(a). Assume that we have an element
A′w = v
−l(w)
∑
y∈I;y≤w P
′σ
y,way ∈ M (P ′σy,w ∈ Z[u]) such that A′w = A′w, P ′σw,w =
1 and for any y ∈ I, y < w, we have degP ′σy,w ≤ (l(w) − l(y) − 1)/2. We must
show that Pz,w = 0 where Pz,w = P ′σz,w − P σz,w for all z ∈ I, z ≤ w.
We already know that Pw,w = 0. We can assume that z < w and that Py,w = 0
for any y ∈ I such that z < y ≤ w. With the notation in 0.2(b) we have
vl(w)
∑
y∈I;y≤w
Py,w
∑
y′∈I;y′≤y
ry′,yay′ = v
−l(w)
∑
y∈I;y≤w
Py,way
hence
vl(w)
∑
y∈I;z≤y≤w
Py,wrz,y = v−l(w)Pz,w.
Using our inductive assumption this becomes
vl(w)Pz,wrz,z = v−l(w)Pz,w.
Using rz,z = v
−2l(z this becomes
vl(w)−l(z)Pz,w = v−l(w)+l(z)Pz,w.
Here the right hand side is in v−1Z[v−1] and the left hand side is in vZ[v] (we use
that z < w). Hence both sides are zero. Thus Pz,w = 0. This completes the proof
of 0.3(a). Now 0.3(b) is immediate.
In the course of this proof we have also verified the following result.
Proposition 3.3. For any y ∈ I, y ≤ w, the polynomial P σy,w defined in 0.3
satisfies
P σy,w =
∑
h∈2N
tr((kwh )y : V
HhS♯w
y −→ V H
h
S
♯
w
y )u
h/2 ∈ Z[u].
Note that, by [KL2], the polynomial Py,w of [KL1] satisfies (for y, w as in the
proposition):
Py,w =
∑
h∈2N
dim(V
HhS♯w
y )u
h/2 ∈ Z[u].
3.4. Let s ∈ S and let w ∈ I be such that sw < w or equivalently ws < w. Let
y ∈ I be such that y ≤ w. Then we have also sy ≤ w; moreover, if sy 6= ys we
have sys ≤ w. We show:
(a) If sy = ys then P σy,w = P
σ
sy,w.
(b) If sy 6= ys then P σy,w = P σsys,w.
Let P be the variety of parabolic subgroups P of G such that for any Borel
subgroups B,B′ in P we have (B,B′) ∈ O¯s and for some Borel subgroups B,B′
in P we have (B,B′) ∈ Os. Let ρ : B −→ P be the morphism B 7→ P where P ∈ P
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contains B. Let ρ˜ = ρ×ρ : B×B −→ P×P. This map commutes with the diagonal
actions of G and ρ˜σ = σ′ρ˜ where σ′ : P×P −→ P×P is (P, P ′) 7→ (P ′, P ). We have
O¯w = ρ˜−1(X) where X = ρ˜(O¯w), a closed subvariety of P × P. Let X0 = ρ˜(Ow),
the unique open G-orbit in X . Let K be the intersection cohomology complex of
X with coefficients inQl (onX0) extended by 0 on P×P−X . We have S♯w = ρ˜∗K.
Let Z = ρ˜(Oy); we have σ′(Z) = Z. For any h ∈ 2N there is a canonical vector
space V ′ with a linear involutive σ′-action which is canonical isomorphic to the
stalk of HhK at any z ∈ Z. From the definitions we have canonically V HhS♯wy = V ′
and V
HhS♯w
sy = V ′ if sy = ys, (resp. V
HhS♯w
sys = V ′ if sy 6= ys); moreover under these
identifications the operators (kwh )y and (k
w
h )sy if sy = ys (resp. (k
w
h )sys if sy 6= ys)
correspond to the σ′-action on V ′. It follows that
tr((kwh )y : V
HhS♯wy −→ V HhS♯wy ) = tr(σ′ : V ′ −→ V ′)
= tr((kwh )sy : V
HhS♯w
sy −→ V H
h
S
♯
w
sy )
if sy = ys and
tr((kwh )y : V
HhS♯wy −→ V HhS♯wy ) = tr(σ′ : V ′ −→ V ′)
= tr((kwh )sys : V
HhS♯w
sys −→ V H
h
S
♯
w
sys )
if sy 6= ys. This implies (a) in view of 3.3.
4. The action of u−1(Ts + 1) in the basis (Aw)
4.1. Let y, w ∈ I. We set δy,w = 1 if y = w, δy,w = 0 if y 6= w, δ′y,w = 1 − δy,w.
When y ≤ w we set πy,w = v−l(w)+l(y)P σy,w so that πy,w ∈ v−1Z[v−1] if y < w and
πw,w = 1; when y 6≤ w we set πy,w = 0. In any case we have
(a) πy,w = δy,w + µ
′(y, w)v−1 + µ′′(y, w)v−2 mod v−3Z[v−1]
where µ′(y, w) ∈ Z, µ′′(y, w) ∈ Z. Note that
(b) µ′(y, w) 6= 0 =⇒ y < w, l(y) 6= l(w) mod 2,
(c) µ′′(y, w) 6= 0 =⇒ y < w, l(y) = l(w) mod 2.
For w ∈ I we set a′w = v−l(w)aw so that Aw =
∑
y∈I πy,wa
′
y.
4.2. In this section we fix s ∈ S. We set cs = v−2(Ts + 1) ∈ H′. The formulas in
0.2(a) (with w ∈ I) can be rewritten as follows.
csa
′
w = (v + v
−1)a′sw + (1 + v
−2)a′w if sw = ws > w;
csa
′
w = (v − v−1)a′sw + (v2 − 1)a′w if sw = ws < w;
csa
′
w = a
′
sws + v
−2a′w if sw 6= ws > w;
csa
′
w = a
′
sws + v
2a′w if sw 6= ws < w.
4.3. For any y, w ∈ I such that sy < y < sw > w we define Msy,w ∈ A by:
Msy,w = µ′′y,w −
∑
x∈I;y<x<w,sx<x
µ′y,xµ
′
x,w − δw,swsµ′y,sw + µ′sy,wδsy,ys
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if l(y) = l(w) mod 2,
Msy,w = µ′y,w(v + v−1)
if l(w) 6= l(y) mod 2.
Theorem 4.4. Recall that s ∈ S. Let w ∈ I.
(a) If sw = ws > w then csAw = (v + v
−1)Asw +
∑
z∈I;sz<z<swMsz,wAz.
(b) If sw 6= ws > w then csAw = Asws +
∑
z∈I;sz<z<swMsz,wAz.
(c) If ws < w then csAw = (v
2 + v−2)Aw.
We prove (c). For z ∈ I, sz < z we set a˜′z = a′z + v−1a′sz (if sw = ws) and
a˜′z = a
′
z + v
−2a′szs (if sz 6= zs). By 3.4 we have
(d) Az = a˜
′
z +A-linear combination of elements a˜′y with y ∈ I, sy < y < z.
It follows that the elements Az(z ∈ I, sz < z) span the same A-submodule M ′
of M as the elements a˜′z(z ∈ I, sz < z). To show (c) it is enough to show that
cs−(v2+v−2) acts as 0 onM ′; hence it is enough to show that (cs−(v2+v−2))a˜′z =
0 for any z ∈ I, sz < z. But this follows from 4.2. This proves (c).
In the rest of the proof we assume that sw > w. Note that
csAw =
∑
y∈W;y≤w
πy,wcsa
′
y
hence using 4.2, csAw is an A-linear combination of elements of the form a˜′z with
sz < z and with z ≤ sw (if sw = ws) or with z ≤ sws (if sw 6= ws). Using (d)
it follows that csAw is an A-linear combination of elements of the form Az with
sz < z and with z ≤ sw (if sw = ws) or with z ≤ sws (if sw 6= ws). For such
z we have either z = sw or z = sws or z < sw. (To see this we can assume that
sw 6= ws, z < sws. Then we must have z ≤ sw or z ≤ ws; if z ≤ ws then taking
inverses we obtain z ≤ sw. Thus z ≤ sw in any case. We cannot have z = sw since
sw 6= ws. hence z < sw.) We see that csAw =
∑
x∈I;sx<xmxAx where mx ∈ A;
moreover we have mx = 0 unless x = sw (if sw = ws), x = sws (if sw 6= ws) or
x < sw.
Since csAw = csAw we have
∑
x∈I;sx<x m¯xAx =
∑
x∈I;sx<xmxAx hence mx =
mx for all x ∈ I such that sx < x. We have
csAw =
∑
y∈I;sy=ys>y
πy,wcsa
′
y +
∑
y∈I;sy=ys<y
πy,wcsa
′
y
+
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys>y
πy,wcsa
′
y +
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys<y
πy,wcsa
′
y
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hence, using 4.2:
csAw =
∑
y∈I;sy=ys>y
πy,w((v + v
−1)a′sy + (1 + v
−2)a′y)
+
∑
y∈I;sy=ys<y
πy,w((v − v−1)a′sy + (v2 − 1)a′y)
+
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys>y
πy,w(a
′
sys + v
−2a′y) +
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys<y
πy,w(a
′
sys + v
2a′y),
csAw =
∑
y∈I;sy=ys<y
πsy,w(v + v
−1)a′y +
∑
y∈I;sy=ys>y
πy,w(1 + v
−2)a′y
+
∑
y∈I;sy=ys>y
πsy,w(v − v−1)a′y +
∑
y∈I;sy=ys<y
πy,w(v
2 − 1)a′y
+
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys<y
πsys,wa
′
y +
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys>y
πy,wv
−2a′y
+
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys>y
πsys,wa
′
y +
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys<y
πy,wv
2a′y.
Thus,
csAw =
∑
y∈I;sy=ys<y
(πsy,w(v + v
−1) + πy,w(v
2 − 1))a′y
+
∑
y∈I;sy=ys>y
(πy,w(1 + v
−2) + πsy,w(v − v−1))a′y
+
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys<y
(πsys,w + πy,wv
2)a′y +
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys>y
(πy,wv
−2 + πsys,w)a
′
y.
We have ∑
x∈I;sx<x
mxAx =
∑
y∈I
∑
x∈I;sx<x
mxπy,xa
′
y.
It follows that for y ∈ I such that ys < y we have
∑
x∈I;sx<x
mxπy,x = πsy,w(v + v
−1) + πy,w(v
2 − 1) if sy = ys;
∑
x∈I;sx<x
mxπy,x = πsys,w + πy,wv
2 if sy 6= ys.
For any f ∈ A we define f+ ∈ Z[v] by f − f+ ∈ v−1Z[v−1]. It follows that
∑
x∈I;sx<x
(mxπy,x)
+ = (πsy,w(v + v
−1))+ + (πy,w(v
2 − 1))+ if sy = ys < y;
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∑
x∈I;sx<x
(mxπy,x)
+ = π+sys,w + (πy,wv
2)+ if sy 6= ys < y.
Using 4.1(a) and that y 6= w if sy < y we deduce
m+y +
∑
x∈I;sx<x,y<x
(mxπy,x)
+ = µ′sy,w + δsy,wv + µ
′′
y,w + µ
′
y,wv if sy = ys < y;
m+y +
∑
x∈I;sx<x,y<x
(mxπy,x)
+ = δsys,w + µ
′′
y,w + µ
′
y,wv if sy 6= ys < y.
(e)
In particular we have
m+y +
∑
x∈I;sx<x,y<x
(mxπy,x)
+ ∈ Z+ Zv
for any y ∈ I such that sy < y. This shows by descending induction on l(y) that
m+y ∈ Z + Zv for any y ∈ I such that sy < y. (Indeed, if we know that for x ∈ I
such that sx < x, y < x we have m+x ∈ Z + Zv, then (mxπy,x)+ ∈ Z.) Setting
m+y = m
0
y +m
′
yv (with m
0
y ∈ Z, m′y ∈ Z) for any y ∈ I such that sy < y, we can
rewrite (e) as follows:
m0y +m
′
yv +
∑
x∈I;sx<x,y<x
m′xµ
′
y,x
= δsy,ysµ
′
sy,w + δsy,ysδsy,wv + δ
′
sy,ysδsys,w + µ
′′
y,w + µ
′
y,wv.
In particular,
m′y = µ
′
y,w + δsy,ysδsy,w
for any y ∈ I such that sy < y. It follows that
m0y +
∑
x∈I;sx<x,y<x
(µ′x,w + δsx,xsδsx,w)µ
′
y,x
= δsy,ysµ
′
sy,w + δ
′
sy,ysδsys,w + µ
′′
y,w.
Equivalently we have
m0y = −
∑
x∈I;sx<x,y<x
µ′y,xµ
′
x,w − δw,swsµ′y,sw
+ δsy,ysµ
′
sy,w + δ
′
sy,ysδsys,w + µ
′′
y,w.
(We have used that
∑
x∈I;sx<x,y<x δsx,xsδsx,wµ
′
y,x = δw,swsµ
′
y,sw.) Since my = my
we must have my = m
0
y + m
′
y(v + v
−1) for y ∈ I, sy < y. For y ∈ I such that
sy < y, l(w) 6= l(y) mod 2 we deduce using 4.1(c) that
my = µ
′
y,w(v + v
−1) =Msy,w if y < sw, my = v + v−1
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if y = sw, hence ws = sw. For y ∈ I such that sy < y, l(w) = l(y) mod 2 we
deduce using 4.1(b),(c) that
my = µ
′′
y,w −
∑
x∈I;sx<x,y<x
µ′y,xµ
′
x,w − δw,swsµ′y,sw + δsy,ysµ′sy,w + δ′sy,ysδsys,w.
If ws 6= sw and y = sws we deduce that my = 1. If y ∈ I, sy < y, y < sw, l(y) =
l(w) mod 2 then
my = µ
′′
y,w −
∑
x∈I;sx<x,y<x
µ′y,xµ
′
x,w − δw,swsµ′y,sw + δsy,ysµ′sy,w =Msy,w.
We see that my = Msy,w for any y ∈ I such that sy < y < sw. We also see that
msw = v + v
−1 if sw = ws and msws = 1 if sw 6= ws. This completes the proof of
the theorem.
4.5. We now present an algorithm for compute the polynomials P σy,w for y ≤
w in I. It will be convenient to state this in terms of the elements πy,w =
v−l(w)+l(y)P σy,w ∈ Z[v−1] (see 4.1). Recall that πy,w is defined to be 0 if y, w ∈
I, y 6≤ w.
We can restate Theorem 4.4(a),(b) as follows. (Recall that s ∈ S, w ∈ I,
sw > w.)
∑
y∈I;sy=ys<y
(πsy,w(v + v
−1) + πy,w(v
2 − 1))a′y
+
∑
y∈I;sy=ys>y
(πy,w(1 + v
−2) + πsy,w(v − v−1))a′y
+
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys<y
(πsys,w + πy,wv
2)a′y +
∑
y∈I;sy 6=ys>y
(πy,wv
−2 + πsys,w)a
′
y
=
∑
y∈I
∑
x∈I;sx<x<sw
Msx,wπy,xa′y
+
∑
y∈I
(v + v−1)πy,swδsw,wsa
′
y +
∑
y∈I
πy,sws(1− δsw,ws)a′y.
It follows that for any y ∈ I, the expression
(v + v−1)πy,swδsw,ws + πy,swsδ
′
sw,ws
is equal to
−
∑
x∈I;sx<x<sw
Msx,wπy,x + πsy,w(v + v−1) + πy,w(v2 − 1) if sy = ys < y,
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−
∑
x∈I;sx<x<sw
Msx,wπy,x + πy,w(1 + v−2) + πsy,w(v − v−1) if sy = ys > y,
−
∑
x∈I;sx<x<sw
Msx,wπy,x + πsys,w + πy,wv2 if sy 6= ys < y,
−
∑
x∈I;sx<x<sw
Msx,wπy,x + πy,wv−2 + πsys,w if sy 6= ys > y.
We want show that the formulas above determine uniquely the quantities πy,sw
(resp. πy,sws) assuming that y ∈ I and that sw = ws (resp. sw 6= ws) and
assuming that the quantities πy′,w′ are known for any w
′ ∈ I such that l(w′) <
l(ws) (resp. l(w′) < l(sws)) and any y′ ∈ I. Then the quantities Msx,w in these
formulas are also known except for a part of them given by δws,swµ
′
x,sw which is
not known. If in the formulas above we replace the terms that are assumed to be
known by a symbol ♠ we obtain
(a) (v + v−1)πy,sw =
∑
x∈I;sx<x<sw
µ′x,swπy,x +♠ if ws = sw.
πy,sws = ♠ if sw 6= ws.
We can now assume that sw = ws. In this case we determine the quantities πy,sw
by descending induction on l(y). (We can assume that y < sw since πy,sw = 1 for
y = sw.) Thus we can assume that πy,sw (hence also µ
′
y,sw) is known when y is
replaced by x ∈ I such that y < x < sw. Since in the sum over x in (a) we can
restrict to those x such that y ≤ x we see that (a) becomes
(v + v−1)πy,sw − µ′(y, sw) =
∑
x∈I;sx<x<sw,y<x
µ′x,swπy,x +♠
that is
(v + v−1)πy,sw − µ′(y, sw) = ♠.
Let us write πy,sw =
∑
n≥1 cnv
−n where cn ∈ Z are zero for all but finitely many
n; note that c1 = µ
′(y, sw). (Recall that y < sw.) It follows that
∑
n≥1
cnv
−n+1 +
∑
n≥1
cnv
−n−1 − c1 = ♠
so that c2 = ♠, c1 + c3 = ♠, c2 + c4 = ♠, c3 + c5 = ♠, c4 + c6 = ♠, . . . . It
follows that c2k = ♠ for k = 1, 2, . . . and, since c2t+1 = 0 for large t we have also
c2k−1 = ♠ for k = 1, 2, . . . . Thus ci = ♠ for i = 1, 2, . . . so that πy,sw = ♠.
The procedure above gives an algorithm to compute πy,z for any y, z ∈ I such
that y ≤ z. Indeed, if z = 1 then y = 1 and πy,z = 1. If z 6= 1 then we can find
s ∈ S such that sz < z. Setting w = zs (if zs = sz) or w = szs (if zs 6= sz) we
see that πy,z is determined by the inductive procedure above.
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5. Relation with two-sided cells
5.1. For any w ∈W let c˙w = v−l(w)
∑
y∈W ;y≤w Py,w(v
2)Ty ∈ H (compare [KL1]);
similarly let cw = u
−l(w)
∑
y∈W ;y≤w Py,w(u
2)Ty ∈ H′. The elements c˙w(w ∈ W )
form an A-basis of H; the elements cw(w ∈W ) form an A-basis of H′. For z, w in
W we write (in the algebra H):
c˙z c˙wc˙z−1 =
∑
w′∈W hz,w,w′ c˙w′
where hz,w,w′ ∈ N[v, v−1]. For z ∈ W,w ∈ I we write (using the H′-module
structure on M):
czAw =
∑
w′∈I fz,w,w′Aw′
where fz,w,w′ ∈ A are related to hz,w,w′ as follows. For z ∈W , w,w′ ∈ I we write
hz,w,w′ =
∑
n∈Z bnv
n, fz,w,w′ =
∑
n∈Z b
′
nv
n where bn ∈ N, b′n ∈ Z are zero for
all but finitely many n. One can show that for each n we have bn = b
+
n + b
−
n ,
b′n = b
+
n − b−n for some b+n ∈ N, b−n ∈ N. (This is similar to the relation between
Py,w and P
σ
y,w for y, w ∈ I. It is also analogous to the phenomenon described in
[L4, 16.3(a),(b)].) In particular,
(a) If for some n we have bn = 0, then b
′
n = 0. Hence if fz,w,w′ 6= 0, then
hz,w,w′ 6= 0.
(b) If for some n we have bn = 1, then b
′
n = ±1.
5.2. Let c be a two-sided cell of W , see [KL1]. For y, w ∈W we shall write y  w
instead of y ≤LR w (≤LR is the preorder defined in [KL1]). For y ∈ W we write
y  c instead of: y  w for some w ∈ c. For y ∈ W we write y ≺ c instead of:
y  c and y /∈ c.
Let H′c be the A-submodule of H′ spanned by the elements cw′ where w′ ∈W
is such that w′  c. Let H′≺c be the A-submodule of H′ spanned by the elements
cw′ where w
′ ∈W is such that w′ ≺ c. Note that H′c,H′≺c are two-sided ideals of
H
′. Hence H′c/H′≺c is naturally an H′-bimodule, in particular a left H′-module.
Let Mc be the A-submodule of M spanned by the elements Aw′ where w′ ∈ I,
w′  c. Let M≺c be the A-submodule of M spanned by the elements Aw′ where
w′ ∈ I, w′ ≺ c.
From 5.1(a) we see that for z ∈ W , w ∈ I, the element czAw is an A-linear
combination of elements Aw′ with w
′ ∈ I, w′  w. In particular, Mc,M≺c are
H
′-submodules of uM . Hence Mc/M≺c is naturally an H′-module.
Let α ∈ N be the value of the a-function [L4, §13] on c. Let η ∈ I ∩ c. We
define an H′-linear map τη : H
′c −→ Mc by ξ 7→ v2αξAη (we use the H′-module
structure on M). From 5.1(a) we see that if ξ ∈ H′≺c then ξAη ∈ M≺c. Thus
τη restricts to an H
′-linear map H′≺c −→ M≺c hence it induces an H′-linear map
H
′c/H′≺c −→Mc/M≺c denoted again by τη. Let d be the unique distinguished
involution in the same left cell as η (hence in the same right cell as η). From
the known properties of distinguished involutions (see [L4, §15]) we see that the
following holds in H.
v2αc˙dc˙η c˙d = c˙η + ξ + ξ
′
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where ξ ∈ ∑x∈c vZ[v]c˙x and ξ′ ∈ H≺c. Using now the results in 5.1 we deduce
that
v2αcdAη = Aη +mη +m
′
where mη ∈
∑
x∈c vZ[v]Ax and m
′ ∈M≺c. Thus we have
τη(cd) = ±Aη +mη
where mη is as above. Now let τ : ⊕η∈cH′c/H′≺c −→Mc/M≺c be the H′-linear
map whose restriction to the η-summand is τη. The image of this map contains the
elements ±Aη +mη (η ∈ c) which clearly form a basis of Z[[v]]⊗A (Mc/M≺c):
the c× c matrix whose η, η′-entry (in Z[v]) is the Aη′-coordinate of ±Aη +mη has
determinant ±1 plus an element in vZ[v], hence is invertible in Z[[v]]. Thus after
extension of scalars to Z[v], τ is surjective. Hence after extension of scalars to the
quotient field of Z[[v]], or to the quotient field Q(v) of A, τ is surjective. We see
that
(a) the Q(v)⊗A H′-module Q(v)⊗A (Mc/M≺c) is a direct sum of irreducible
Q(v)⊗AH′-modules which appear in the Q(v)⊗AH′-module Q(v)⊗A (H′c/H′≺c)
carried by the two-sided cell c.
5.3. In this subsection we assume that W is a Weyl group of type An−1, n ≥ 2.
In this case for any two sided cell c, the Q(v)⊗AH′-module Q(v)⊗A (H′c/H′≺c)
is known to be a direct sum of copies of a single simple module Ec. Hence from
5.2(a) we deduce that the Q(v) ⊗A H′-module Q(v) ⊗A (Mc/M≺c) is a direct
sum of say nc copies of Ec. The dimension over Q(v) of this module is the number
of involutions contained in c which is known to be equal to dimEc. It follows that
nc = 1. It follows that the Q(v)⊗A H′-module Q(v)⊗AM is isomorphic to ⊕cEc
that is, is a “model representation” for the algebra Q(v) ⊗A H′. (Each simple
module of the algebra appears exactly once in it.)
6. The W -module M1
6.1. Let I be the set of conjugacy classes of W contained in I. For any w ∈ I
let h(w) be the dimension of the fixed point set R−w of −w in the reflection
representation R of W (over Q). For any C ∈ I we set h(C) = h(w) where w is
any element of C. We have the following result.
Lemma 6.2. Let s ∈ S, w ∈ I be such that sw = ws > w. Then h(sw) > h(w).
From our assumptions it follows that the line R−s is contained in Rw, the fixed
point set of w, and R−w is contained in Rs, the fixed point set of s. It follows
that R−s and R−w are contained in R−sw hence R−s⊕R−w is contained in R−sw.
Thus h(sw) ≥ h(w) + 1. The lemma is proved.
6.3. In the setup of 0.4 for any i ∈ N let M≥i1 be the subspace of M1 spanned
by {aw; h(w) ≥ i}. From the formulas for the W -action in 0.4 and from 6.2 we
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see that for any i ∈ N, M≥i1 is a W -submodule of M1. This induces a W -module
structure on M i1 := M
≥i
1 /M
≥i+1
1 . Let gr(M1) = ⊕i∈N(M≥i1 /M≥i+11 ). This is
naturally a W -module. By complete reducibility we have M1 ∼= gr(M1) as W -
modules. For any w ∈ I we denote by a˜w the image of aw under the projection
M
≥h(w)
1 −→M≥h(w)1 /M≥h(w)+11 . The elements a˜w(w ∈ I) form aQ-basis of gr(M1)
in which the W -action is as follows. (Here s ∈ S.)
s(a˜w) = −a˜sws if w ∈ I, sw = ws < w;
s(a˜w) = a˜sws for all other w ∈ I.
It folows that for any x ∈ W,w ∈ I we have x(a˜w) = ǫx,wa˜xwx−1 where ǫx,w ∈
{1,−1} satisfies ǫxy,w = ǫx,ywy−1ǫy,w for all x, y ∈ W,w ∈ I. In particular, if
x, y are in Z(w), the centralizer of w ∈ I, in W then ǫxy,w = ǫx,wǫy,w. Thus,
x 7→ ǫx,w is a homomorphism ǫw : Z(w) −→ {1,−1} and it is clear that for any
C ∈ I, the subspace of gr(M1) spanned by {a˜w;w ∈ C} is a W -submodule of
gr(M1) isomorphic to the representation of W induced from the character ǫw of
Z(w) where w is any element of C. We see that
(a) M1 ∼= ⊕wIndWZ(w)(ǫw)
as a W -module; here w runs over a set of representatives for the various C ∈ I.
The multiplicities of the various irreducible W -modules in theW -module given by
the right hand side of (a) were first described explicitly in [IRS] forW of type An−1
and later by Kottwitz [Ko] for any irreducible W ; for example, if W is irreducible
of classical type then an irreducible representation E of W appears in the right
hand side of (a) if and only if it is special in the sense of [L1, (4.1.4)] and then its
multiplicity is the integer fE in [L1, (4.1.1)] (in type An−1 this follows also from
5.3).
6.4. Kottwitz’s formula for the W -module grM1 in the right hand side of 6.3(a)
is in terms of the nonabelian Fourier transform matrix of [L1, 4.14]. We shall
reformulate that formula in terms of unipotent representations, by using [L1, 4.23]
which relates unipotent representations with the nonabelian Fourier transform
matrix. One advantage of this reformulation is that unlike in [Ko] we need not
consider separately the “exceptional” representations ofW of type E7, E8. (In the
remainder of this section we assume that G is almost simple and that q, φ′ are
as in 1.1.) Let IrrGφ
′
be a set of representatives for the isomorphism classes of
irreducible representations of Gφ
′
over Q¯l. For any ρ ∈ IrrGφ′ let ǫ(ρ) ∈ {0, 1,−1}
be the Frobenius-Schur indicator of ρ; thus ǫ(ρ) = 1 (resp. ǫ(ρ) = −1) if ρ
admits a nondegenerate Gφ
′
-invariant symmetric (resp. antisymmetric) bilinear
form ρ × ρ −→ Q¯l and ǫ(ρ) = 0 if ρ is not isomorphic to its dual representation.
It is known (Frobenius-Schur) that the dimension of the virtual representation∑
ρ∈IrrGφ′ ǫ(ρ)ρ is equal to the number of g ∈ Gφ
′
such that g2 = 1. Let us now
consider the part Θ :=
∑
ρ∈U ǫ(ρ)ρ of the virtual representation above coming
from the set U of unipotent representations of Gφ′ .
Let X be the set of all triples (F , y, r) where F is a family [L1, 4.2] of irreducible
representations of W (with an associated finite group GF , see [L1, Ch.4]), y is an
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element of GF defined up to conjugacy and r is an irreducible representation of
the centralizer of y in GF defined up to isomorphism. In [L1, 4.23], X is put in a
bijection (F , y, r)↔ ρF,y,r with U . If (F , y, r) ∈ X then we have ǫ(ρF,y,r) ∈ {0, 1};
moreover, ǫ(ρF,y,r) = 1 in exactly the following cases:
(i) |F| 6= 2 and y acts on r by the scalar ±1;
(ii) |F| = 2 and y = 1.
(This follows from results in [L3, Sec.1] where it is shown that in case (i) ρF,y,r
is actually defined over Q. On the other hand, in case (ii), ρF,y,r is defined over
Q[
√
q].) In particular, if W is of classical type, we have ǫ(ρF,y,r) = 1 for any
(F , y, r) ∈ X .
For eachW -module E we define RE = |W |−1
∑
w∈W tr(w,E)
∑
i(−1)iHic(Xw, Q¯l)
where Xw is the variety associated to G, φ
′, w in [DL]. We view RE as an element
of Q[U ], the vector space of Q-linear combinations of elements of U with its sym-
metric inner product (, ) in which U is an orthonormal basis.
Using the above description of ǫ(ρF,y,r) and [L1, 4.23] we can rewrite Kottwitz’s
formula in the form
(a)
∑
ρ∈U ;ǫ(ρ)=1(ρ, RE) = (RgrM1, RE) for any irreducible W -module E.
Using the isomorphism M1 ∼= grM1 we can rewrite (a) as follows.
(b)We have Θ = RM1+ξ where ξ ∈ Q[U ] is orthogonal to RE for any irreducible
W -module E.
Note that if G is of type 6= F4, E8 then (ξ, ξ) = 0 hence ξ = 0; if G is of type F4
or E8 then (ξ, ξ) = 1.
6.5. Let c be a two-sided cell of W . Let Mc1 be the subspace of M1 spanned
by the elements Aw′ where w
′ ∈ I, w′  c. Let M≺c1 be the subspace of M1
spanned by the elements Aw′ where w
′ ∈ I, w′ ≺ c. Then Mc1 ,M≺c1 are W -
submodules of M1 and M
c
1 /M
≺c
1 is naturally a W -module. From 5.2(a) we see
that this last W -module is a direct sum of irreducible representations E of W
which appear in c (which we write as E ⊣ c). Since M1 is isomorphic as a W -
module to ⊕c′Mc
′
1 /M
≺c′
1 (c
′ runs over the two-sided cells of W ) we see that
Mc1 /M
≺c
1
∼= ⊕E;E⊣cE⊕(E:M1) where (E : M1) is the multiplicity of E in the
W -module M1. Note that dim(M
c
1 /M
≺c
1 ) = |c ∩ I|. It follows that
(a) |c ∩ I| = ⊕E;E⊣c(E :M1) dim(E).
This determines explicitly the number |c ∩ I| since the multiplicities (E : M1) =
(E : grM1) are known from [Ko]. In particular, if W is of classical type we have
(b) |c ∩ I| = fE dim(E)
where E is the special representation such that E ⊣ c and fE is as in 6.3. We thus
recover a known result from [L1, 12.17]).
7. Some extensions
7.1. In this subsection we assume that W is irreducible and that w 7→ w⋄ is a
nontrivial automorphism of W (as a Coxeter group) such that (w⋄)⋄ = w for all
w ∈ W . Let I⋄ = {w ∈ W ;w⋄ = w−1} be the set of “⋄-twisted” involutions of
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W . Let M⋄ be the free A-module with basis (aw)w∈I⋄ . Replacing M by M⋄, I by
I⋄, ws, sws by ws
⋄, sws⋄ in Theorem 0.2 we obtain a true statement. The proof
is along the same lines as that in §1,§2: we replace φ′ in §1 or φ in §2 by a not
necessarily split Frobenius map G −→ G which induces w 7→ w⋄ on W (if G is not
of type B2, G2 or F4) or by a Chevalley exceptional isogeny, see [C, 21.4, 23.7],
(if G is of type B2, G2 or F4 and p = 2, 3, 2 respectively). Note that in this last
situation, only cases (iii),(iv) appear in 0.2(a). (Indeed, in this situation, for s ∈ S,
s, s⋄ are not conjugate in W hence sw 6= ws⋄ for any w ∈W ; this guarantees that
the formulas in 0.2(a) specialized with u equal to an odd power of
√
p involve only
integer coefficients.) The statement obtained from Theorem 0.3 by replacing I by
I⋄, M by M⋄ = A⊗AM⋄ and P σy,w by P σ,⋄y,w remains true with essentially the same
proof. The description of the W -module M⋄,1 = Q⊗A M⋄ (with Q viewed as an
A-algebra under u 7→ 1) given in 0.4 with I replaced by I⋄ and ws, sws replaced
by ws⋄, sws⋄) remains valid. The statement of 4.4 remains valid if I is replaced
by I⋄ and ws, sws are replaced by ws
⋄, sws⋄. (The quantities Msz,w are defined
as in 4.3 with the same replacements.) The analogue of 5.2(a) continues to hold.
The analogues of 6.2, 6.3 continue to hold.
7.2. Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 remain valid if W is replaced by an affine Weyl group.
The proofs are essentially the same but use instead of B the affine flag manifold
associated to G(k((ǫ))) (here ǫ is an indeterminate). We note that although D
and multiplication by uν (in 2.9) do not make sense separately, their composition
m 7→ uνD(m) does. The results in §4 also remain valid. The results in §6 remain
valid as far as gr(M1) is concerned but one cannot assert that M1 ∼= gr(M1). The
generalizations of 0.2,0.3,§4 involving w 7→ w⋄ (as in 7.1) also remain valid if W is
replaced by an affine Weyl group and w 7→ w⋄ is any automorphism of order ≤ 2
of W (as a Coxeter group).
7.3. Theorem 0.2(a) (and its variant for twisted involutions) remains valid ifW is
replaced by any Coxeter group. The main part of the proof involves the case where
W is a dihedral group. It is likely that Theorem 0.2(b) (and then automatically
Theorem 0.3) also extend to the case of Coxeter groups.
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